 welcome to episode 353 of WordPress weekly
for Wednesday May 22nd 2019 I'm your
host Jeff Chandler joined by the one and
only J trip hello hello hi hello
how you doing I'm doing fine sir good so
I'm using them back to the boom mic I
may sound tinny and not as good as maybe
the previous week just I used this
Samson I use a samson c01u condenser
microphone and for the life of me ever
since I went to Windows 10 it has
automatic gain control when they tested
this tested this out last week I could
actually see the levels changing as I
would speak into it and with this boom
mic in the audio settings there's an
option to turn automatic gain control
off but that tab and that setting is
missing from the Samson microphone which
is weird because that's the more that's
that's the more professional sounding
higher anti microphone so I have no idea
how to fix this issue except for maybe
purchasing another microphone but it's
very annoying and the automatic gain
control gets so bad that I can't fix it
in audacity right so quality when you
use that mic in the past it would do it
every once in a while you'd hear and you
can hear it in the show so and it's very
annoying it is a little annoying it's
weird though how it happens because it's
only every once in a while I mean it's
not as bad as maybe my audio has sounded
in the past but it is it is it does is
distracting so let me do a show where it
happened man is a listener that's got to
be frustrating yeah now we can just do
it artificially and you can scream la la
la yeah that's right so I guess I'll
start off we got some things to cover
today but I will start off by redoing
some housekeeping work from some things
I said in the last episode where I kind
of outlined some of my plans and when I
was going to be doing with the tavern
and with more podcasts and more audio
content well you
could erase all that pretend like you
never heard that mm-hmm week's episode
so what I'm gonna end up be doing now is
I'm gonna continue writing and
publishing stories and WP tavern calm
during the week and I will be I will
continue to do WordPress weekly and and
and that's that so well we'll see what
becomes of that sirs some things got put
in that Cabaye I kind of rushed some
things and I was I was told to put a
stop to that so that's what I have done
that's what I will do and but I'm still
around I'm still doing this so expect to
hear me at least once a week once a week
is is fine but I think it's a shame I
mean you know not that this is open for
comments or anything but hopefully the
future event allows for you to do more
of this because I think that this is
really where this is where your
strengths are this is kind of where your
passion is right now so hopefully of the
powers that be reconsidered like we'll
say all right
WordPress 5.2.1 was released yesterday
this is a maintenance release fixes 33
bugs including improvements for the
black cat I think from every release
from here on out it's gonna have
improvements to the black editor there's
also some accessibility changes
internationalization improvements and
some fixes to the site health feature
introduced in 5.2 they consider this a
or they call it the word pressing a
short cycle maintenance release there
have been two possible bugs regressions
discovered in this release one of them
has already been addressed but you can
expect version 5.2 point to maybe in
about two weeks depending on know when
there's two progressions get fixed so
everybody should be automatically
updated if you have that configured to
five to one if not double check because
it's out there and congrats to Jonathan
Desura shears and William earned hired
for co-leading this released and it was
contributed to by by 52 contributors
there's a
there was some discussion in the core
this wordpress slack channel about the
release notes and it comes up everyone
saw yes I saw that
but about how the release notes are a
little bit kind of intentionally
ambiguous those with you know just
linking to track for the list of things
that were fixed and then kind of just
saying hey here it is we fixed some
things and go see if you want I don't
know I will say that you know when it
says to see the full changelog or all
the changes there's a link to track you
view those changes on track and I
imagine those 33 things that are in that
list of the things that were six but he
didn't if you don't know track you don't
know your way around you look on the
very far right hand side there's these
version numbers which I think is when
those tickets were initially created and
attached to a version and it gets it
gets pretty confusing pretty quickly as
to what it is you're looking at on that
track page that's right like the version
usually is the the version of WordPress
where the bug was first introduced or
where the like the most the earliest
version that is affected and then there
are some kind of big somewhat big deal
updates in this minor release that don't
you know they're not super impactful but
that you know you read the attract
ticket and so tiny MCE got updated to
four point nine point four which is like
updating all of tiny MCE to a new
version and then upgrading jQuery
internally to three point four point oh
so you know it's nice that we have we
can update these dependencies inside of
WordPress relatively easily no Indian a
minor because it wasn't always the case
but yeah like there's 32 issues that
were fixed in a minor which is not
usually how that goes so it's pretty
significant quick reaction to 5.2 it's
good to see
so you mentioned slack which provides a
grease cylinder the snake story and and
Vox Rani mola I hope I get their name
correct published an article along with
I imagine quite a few other people
contributed to this articles long box
and called the predictive productivity
pit how slack is ruining work no the the
subtitle of job software like teams
slack and workplace were supposed to
make us more productive and yet they
haven't and it's a pretty long detailed
article that talks about sort of the
evolution of what slack the problems
that slack was supposed to solve and
what it's done is it's sort of created
new problems not essentially inherently
but really in how teams and how people
are using it especially in large
organisations where it it's supposed to
replace slack was kind of supposed to
replace email but yet it has in fact
they're still I still use both I think
just about everybody else did probably
still uses both platforms for
communication but now in slack you know
it's there's means there's gifts there's
so much there's so much useless babble
and communication that goes on that it
becomes overwhelming and if you look
again some of these companies are teams
that you slack there's over a hundred
different channels there's no way in
hell anybody can know or read everything
that's going on here or in those in
those slack instances and so they tell
this article goes on to describe about
how many seconds or averages you spend
on in front of your screen and how
productive you are and how to increase
productivity and the effects this has
had on on people's mental and physical
health and and something I posted to you
which I thought was a bit fascinating
and relevant to me is there's a quote in
this article or where she says that a
person or gentleman says we don't
perceive the difference between a
leopard and a scary slack message you
don't you get enough that into somebody
and it becomes mentally problematic and
you know I did and that's something I
have experience with slack I'm not even
part of a huge team but
when I log on the slack and I see that
little red icon I get a hint of anxiety
I'm ordering oh my god is this the
message from Matt what have I do wrong
oh boy I can't wait to see what this is
and quite frankly I tried to avoid
opening slack or having slag open
because once they get that pain like
everything changes alright what's that
ping me what well I have to be there I
have to be there immediately we're
working remotely
I guess I'm expected to be available at
all times a day it's like because on my
phone and as they as they said that you
know there's there's hard wire there's
mental things that have to be fixed
their software they has to be fixed may
be more stringent roles or have software
that has stricter opinions and how
things should be used but at the same
time these software companies they want
you to use their software they want you
to use it more so it's like yin and yang
and near the end they they talked about
how you know we're just as human beings
we have a tough problem it's difficult
for us to set boundaries and to keep to
those boundaries and that's ultimately
where it comes down to it's they say
that it's not a technology problem but
it's a boundary problem and you you've
you've worked in teams remotely teams
that are you know much larger than two
or three people so what what's your
experience been like with with slack so
the mine even just working with teams is
one part of it that is like the
practical application of slack but the
this is something that I've studied
quite a bit and even have you know
attempted to tackle or reproduce in more
ways than one with buddypress or BB
press like the concept of categorizing
the the words that we say back and forth
to one another in a way that is actually
more productive and isn't inevitably
less productive or distracting or just
another thing to open up and maintain is
something that I've really spent a lot
of time studying and building and
thinking about for improv
past 20 years right so when I mean I
grew up using IRC and I am comfortable
with IRC I really like the intentional
friction that existed with IRC in that
it wasn't so much like an America Online
chat room likes Lackey is where there is
something bubbly and fun and
habit-forming about a piece of software
like slack and sort of the Vox post kind
of parlays off of a blog post by someone
named Darius 4ro and so his his blog
post is titled why more technology does
not equal more productivity and that's
that's really the more fascinating read
I feel like where he kind of touches on
a lot of the points of things that like
we've talked about on the show before
with WordPress plugins or um or features
in WordPress core like the more things
that get built into the software is not
necessarily the better that it is going
to be or the more productive that it is
going to be or that authors are going to
be or the powerful that the software is
going to feel like it it really comes
down to is it the right tool for the job
at the time and it kind of the the lower
common denominator is that chat works
well enough for most use cases but it
does break down very quickly and in
smaller groups and large groups even
within the Sandhills recently we've been
discussing what we maybe want to do to
try to wean ourselves off of slack
because there are tons of conversations
that happen there no more animated gifs
no more mean
right you could have only allowed to
type something into the channel if it's
mean meaningful to your work or someone
else's work kind of right like but the
HR for slack because we're distributed
and same with automatic and ten of the
Sandhills and and any any all of these
places everyone is using slack wordpress
core we use slack but for the BBS for
security for all these things and there
are times when it works really well I
think for security it works really well
because a lot of that conversation
demands real-time collaboration but the
you miss out on a you always have to
remember to go back to the work which is
usually in track or to give and github
or someplace else like the the problem
is that slack is kind of the sugar in
our cereal so you just keep piling it on
and it just gets more delicious and you
forget what the point of breakfast at
cereal ever even was because it's just
candy now like is it slack is important
something like it is important but it it
is just a currently eat too easy to rely
on it and so they talked about the
mention a quote by a software programmer
named Alicia Lou who published in a
medium post last year that slacks
greatest strength is its amazing ease of
use which also becomes a weakness making
it far too easy for everyone to default
using slack for communicating that's
right even for all the myriad things
that don't make sense to you slack to
communicate mm-hmm and then where there
is the ideal quote from furrow is there
there are so many channels and people
involved that it just gets cluttered
like our brains are too cluttered we're
processing too much information our
productivity and focus decreases and so
that in a know that you're sitting
you're typing in the slack and you're
typing all these messages apparently you
know working remotely I make it makes
you it looks like you're working but
depending on the messages if you're
typing out all those you know thousand
slack messages a day I don't think
you're really working or you're sucking
time from from yourself and from
everybody else with those messages well
and that's the ironic part about all of
it is if you if you didn't have slack
and you weren't talking back and forth
then it would require an enormous amount
of trust and to believe in one another
to be doing the work that you're
supposed to be doing and so you almost
need something like slack to prove that
your present and accounted for been
doing the jobs that you know is expected
of you in you know by your employer
while at the same time it just becomes
the place where you prove that you're
present in a way that is actually more
distracting than had you just been doing
the work in the first place and so the
the the the fix becomes the disease in
very quickly with a piece of software
like slack and it is partially one of
the reasons why I've really originally
liked automatics internal setup of
having a bunch of p2s the only problem
with that again kind of became the same
thing with their just being too many too
many fire hoses there's just too much
interaction in a way that doesn't make
it easy to take out the things that are
actually relevant or important to you
for whatever reasons personal reasons
work reasons or otherwise so every I
mean a slack and buddypress are not much
different you have channels you have
groups you invite people to them public
private hidden as memberships in the
network everyone has a profile everyone
has a list of things that they've
attached and activity streams and
profile fields it's all the same
combination of things forums and
everything or it's really not that much
different but for one reason or another
I mean slack and the you know the
accessibility of having different apps
and native apps running having web apps
integrations with third party services
having rich and dad's when you link to
things
integrating voice and video into it was
a big deal to like it is just they are
trying to keep you in it
for good reason because that's their
business model is to keep you in it and
using it even alternatives like the
matter most is open source slack
alternative that is a great piece of
software with with a vibrant team of
contributors behind it that again is
sort of the WordPress open source hosted
yourself sort of model for slack that I
think will win generally speaking in the
long run but slack is has everybody's
attention right now and in a year or two
or three my guess my hunch is that
either people will discover it and
continue to love it but other people are
gonna be phasing out they're gonna be
they're gonna be over and done with it
and the last thing that was only I don't
know work for a big team and I want to
phase out of it it's right and that's
the the closing point that I think is
like is the is that is another quote
from from Darius that says people can
quit social media and that it's more
difficult to say I quit slack because
and that's the case in point is like you
want to quit it you can't it's so
integral to the workplace it's almost
like saying I quit my job right exactly
exactly and like the you know there's a
general channel and slack and so you say
good morning you say I'm stepping out
for lunch you say I'm gonna go for a
walk you keep e-everyone updated and
that's fine then but everyone uses
select differently for different reasons
and so we have security channels we have
private channels we have channels with
team leads or investors executives
whatever everyone has some kind of
private back-channel way to communicate
with one another but again it's super
accessible and and when you're that
accessible morning noon and night it's
it's kind of one of the it is one of the
like trade-offs with being with working
from home or having a distributed
relaxed sort of environment is that when
you don't just clock in and out you
don't just have a 9:00 to 5:00 or
midnight to
10:00 a.m. kind of shift you're always
on the expectation is kind of that
you're always on because you're also
sort of always off so you're always
available and I think that that is kind
of just part of the expectation of
distributed work at this point is if
something is on fire you're dropping
what you're doing to work on the thing
if you're available then that's your job
is to do that because you got to take an
hour and a minute-long lunch without
anybody noticing or caring so there's a
trade-off there but at the same time
every individual needs to tune their
slack you should usage too to maximize
their effectiveness and productivity for
their team's and by the way they mention
a Microsoft are only now templates later
this year so people can optimize their
team's app to best suit particular
industries like marketing and slack
slack offers a couple different ways
where you can manage notifications you
can mute conversations hide channels
it even has status updates so you could
know the red icon says you're away or
offline but still you know when you have
slack on all day just to make sure
available you can get paying it but it
must uh be a nightmare in a larger
company or where you're trying to get
things done but because you're getting
these pings or these notifications now
your attention gets dragged elsewhere
and it's just a remit it's just an
endless cycle of not giving anything
done right the the hardest part I think
for like I mean slack has been around
for a number of years now and even with
IRC kind of had the same the is is the
more that you do like the more software
you write the more things you design the
more articles that you write whatever it
is that you're in your slack instance
for is like the more communication debt
that you carry around with you so every
time that someone has an issue with
anything that like you have contributed
to you can expect for someone out there
that is looking at that thing to ping
you at any given moment about anything
that they find so the more wordpress
plugins you have is the more support
that you're going to have and what
her slack instance that you're in where
someone happens to know that you
authored a thing or if you design
something or whatever it is like the
even though there's an eight or a ten
hour workday involved like it's really
simple if you're always on slack for
half of your workday to be involved in
just responding to support inquiries or
people asking questions about code you
wrote five years ago ten years ago the
more you do is the more you've got to
maintain all the time so and and on top
of that like you said slack is for
real-time communication so instead of
dealing with an email that you might not
see for awhile you have no idea that
came in just let me get these pains just
your inclination is to answer them
immediately yep exactly right and or or
the expectation is there like hey at
ping Jia it's been five minutes I see
the little green icon you're there why
haven't you responded to yep that's why
it's almost always like this is not
urgent like well it doesn't it doesn't
matter ups guys on your starboard can
you hear mr. Plourd this is this is Paul
you're hearing special guest appearance
I forget he's growling at the EPS guy he
has guys very nice but yes once three
short uninstall slack from the phone and
just now beyond slack during the day
when I'm on a machine like my laptop or
the computer but you know III don't want
to get pains or see pings I'm slack at
ten or eleven o'clock at night I read
them ping and now I get all pissed off
because it's some critique of something
that I really shouldn't be reading at
11:00 p.m. at night well I have a better
upset it's part of the consider also
that like even though slack is like easy
and accessible that like almost all of
us probably or should have two-factor
authentication installed and set up on
our slack accounts so it's not like you
can just delete the slack app completely
because having to reset all of those
slack networks is gonna take an hour or
so you're better off just like muting
the app which
then renders it completely in effect or
work and just log out of it on your
phone right then that's it then it's
like then slacks there and then when you
try to open it it says you need your
login info and if you don't have a
password app on your phone you can't
login well there you go well I can't
login on my phone big deal in something
that's important now you're now you have
to spend 45 minutes installing offi
getting your of--they code set up
getting logged in and then it's just
like an hour I don't know like there's
no there's no in it and and frankly like
the thing that I think that is ironic
about all this is that it is not really
any better than in-person work the only
thing that it allows us to do is to
imitate all of the real-world
distractions virtually like all of the
problems that you have like getting in a
car going to lunch getting back on time
or having a meeting with other people in
different departments or different
buildings or across the country on the
other side of the world like waiting for
things waiting for people like slack has
all the same problems of like working in
a cubicle and letting anybody walk up to
you and talk to you at any given time of
the day it's like the same exact problem
just virtualized in a software so so I
mentioned this on Twitter I actually
feel bad when I go to slack and I ping
people directly because I feel like a it
bothers them a they're gonna see my ping
and B it almost says like like if I go
to a plug-in developer and I ping the
record directly on slack and I report an
issue you know I feel like I'm bypassing
normal channels that perhaps I should be
using and that if they see this message
I'm perhaps distracting them but mm-hmm
but hey it's the immediate median see of
it that I'm pinging them and they can
tell me yeah and they look into it they
can thank me and then we can move on
about our day instead of you know
playing ping pong back of worth with
toward a direct message or email or form
form support well they're you know like
as as humans we have multiple ways to
communicate how we feel and the urgency
of a situation you can use volume you
can use tone you can use inflection you
use all these things to like get someone
in person to understand that something
is on fire or that something can wait
and so we have again like replicated
that with software you have you have
pings in a channel you have private
messages you have iMessage SMS you have
twitter DMS everyone Tunes all these
pieces of software just to mean this is
really important to me or this is
something I'm going to ignore after
decades of email mostly most of us live
in a world where email is like the
lowest priority thing but a lot of
people have to respond to emails
instantly or they use email like help
scout for folks that work in support it
goes into your inbox and you can reply
to it but it still lives and help Scout
and there's a piece of software that
uses email support back-and-forth with
everybody so like everyone is living a
different life and it's it's like it's
it is as if people are shouting and it's
not on fire or people are whispering and
it is on fire constantly like it's just
too many ways and too many methods to
miss communicate with each other and
then we spend a lot of time just
clarifying how we feel or what we meant
instead of actually getting any work
done it's really and I think I think of
all these situations like with WordPress
where miscommunication is a problem
not enough communication as a problem
too much communication is a problem not
direct enough communicators
and then there's a certain company it
says communication is oxygen is there
such a thing as too much oxygen here is
there totally is it's deep yes
absolutely there is you kid you don't
want too much about it as a huge problem
yeah I mean too much of it the wrong
kind of it it's all the same it's really
all the same so the one thing that slack
has done has enabled us to empower us I
guess to have a lot of the convenience
of in-person kind of communication but I
I really do think to your point and
maybe the rep to put a bow on this is
that like we all need to do a better job
of applying real-world circumstances to
the way that we use all of these virtual
communication pieces of software like
would is this something where I would
run into your meeting that is happening
right now
to let everyone in the meeting know that
something urgent has happened if it is
then interrupt the meeting that's
happening in slack if it's not then it's
gonna have to wait
don't interrupt people that are having a
conversation like just watch until
they're done these are common kind of
things that like you know where we all
should be doing more in pieces of
software leh slack and you know would I
walk into the office and say good
morning to every single person in the
office probably not but chances are when
you walk in the front door most people
are gonna see you and most people are
gonna say hi to you so how do you how do
you do that right like we all just need
to do a better job of exercising some
self-control forming healthy habits with
how we use slack and not let it become
something that you're dependent on and
then just hunker down and focus on
getting the job done that's all these
are all disciplines that we have to
learn as like adults what do you think
is more difficult weapon balance in a
video game or communication bear talking
about that before the show no exercise
oh yeah yeah it's just many whoo and
just has to do better just do better do
better with slack don't slack just slack
that's if the name is even hilarious the
irony of it being called slack is just I
don't know it's a perfect perfect name
so work camp GU is on the horizon I know
a certain somebody named J trip that has
announced that he is attending
or it can't be you this year MRSA boots
Minh that we've talked about a few
months ago he's actually begun his walk
from his home to Berlin and if he visit
walk to WCTU you could check out his
updates he's actually once the day he
published some he publishes a blog post
that has pictures of his travels and he
just recently published during the show
Stage four of his journey
and so there's four different posts and
he's he's doing this walk to Berlin to
raise funds and awareness for a donate
WC which is a nonprofit organization
that's helping people who may not have
the financial needs to be able to attend
large WordPress events they were able to
help them out with some funds you know
through tickets and sponsored
accommodations travel accommodation so a
really good cause here for the walk and
I'm just really enjoying myself post
where he talks about the animals he's
walking into the experiences the places
he's able to stay at we're so far
members are the actual WordPress
community or some of his friends have
hosted him which is which is really neat
to see and so far so good ease ease he's
in good health good spirits and I'm
really enjoying his reading this journey
soon for me too he's like this is
something you can tell that he has put
in an enormous amount of thought and
care into how this works he's linking to
each individual city that he's walking
to he's taking pictures while he's going
all he's on the way he's hash tagging
things as he's killing it like he really
has like this is the work this is him
putting in the work this is hard work
I'm just like writing every day but like
walking everyday place-to-place linking
to every place that he's going and while
he's doing this this is like a blocking
process he is not doing anything else
while he is walking from place to place
he's not writing code he's not designing
anything he is taking pictures and he's
walking from
to place it's kind of crazy so I guess
it's probably fair to shout out to hit
the the sponsors for for his journey
keen stuccoed Rex Andrade boxes are
listed here so they're the ones that are
helping make a lot of this possible so
it's route just didn't say it's it's
really super cool the total distance
he'll he will have locked when he
reaches his destination is seven hundred
and forty eight and a half kilometers
he's got about 27 days 19 hours 19
minutes and almost zero seconds well to
get there it's crazy so I expect plenty
of more post and pictures of animals
that's what I'm looking forward to and
man he's there's some beautiful scenery
that is uh he's walked through so far a
lot of green a lot of a lot of good
stuff going on over there yeah he's got
his route set up he's got everywhere
he's staying set up fizzing this is this
is this is a ton of planning this is a
big deal was just cool and WordPress 5.2
I was reading over some of some of the
updates that went in there and I
actually kind of missed this but
WordPress 5.2 introduces digital offline
signatures and I remember we talked
about this
mmm-hmm maybe a year ago or maybe two
years ago but in 5.2 it adds I'll find
digital signatures and Scott are you
I've just gone Scott but he's the chief
development officer for Paragon
initiative enterprises he wrote a
publish a blog post that explains how it
works and how developers can migrate
away from the EM crypt cryptography
library to lib sodium and basically what
it comes down to this is sort of its
security it's easy to for your head to
start spinning when I when I talk about
this but essentially the WordPress core
development team manages the signing or
secret keys WordPress 5.2 contains a
signing key that expires on it prefers
2021 the verification key or the public
key is used to decipher the sake secret
key and in this value determines the
validity of the signature
right now if this only applies to core
updates with themes translations and
plugins to come at a later date what
they're doing is they're sort of
monitoring how the digital signature
checking process is going and any areas
that are discovered are being reported
back to sort of diagnostic information
to the core team so that they can make
improvements before they really start
making this really part of a solid part
of core but this is sort of uh this is
actually the result
it's more like persistence that mmm this
suggestion has been in the works for at
least six years Scott has made it a
point over and over and over again over
the years to try and get digital signing
into core because what could happen and
this is sort of this was explained by
wordfence
back and I believe 2016 I believe were
they responded they said you know if the
update servers for WordPress were to
become compromised those that house API
wordpress.org they can send out a
malicious update and now millions of
websites are running a very bad version
of WordPress and wordfence actually
discovered a vulnerability on the API
that WordPress Auto Service that any
round about what it scott says it was
easy but if you read it was that there
was no it was like a very you know it's
one of those things where a lot of
things had to come into place in order
to be able to take it over but yet the
vulnerability was there and it was
passed before anything took place so
WordPress with digital site digital sign
thing atures cheese signs it's one step
closer to becoming fully secure and it's
nice to have sort of lock up that
process at the end instead of leaving
that possibility available to where we
could get files and updates maliciously
if they don't match the right signature
that's the thing with all of this and
anyone that has done any kind of
of even kind of simple networking and
I've kind of always done a little bit of
it and have done a lot more of it
recently when we bought the new house
and did a lot of that was you realize
how how relatively simple it could be to
imitate and anyone or anything if you
had the right level of access on the
network so what this prevents is someone
that has access to something between
your WordPress install and WordPress
automatically trying to update itself
from compromising any one of the the
things in any one of the pops or any one
of the places in the middle of the
network which could be anybody you know
like oh I remember from my networking
class they call that man in the middle
attack that is exactly what that's
called good job yeah I remembered
something well-dressed that I mostly and
the you know the Internet's a really
complicated place so there are lots of
men in the middle so to speak and just
from you hitting API dot wordpress.org
or your server at a page Lee or
digitalocean or wherever it's gonna hit
20 different IPS and different networks
just to get something from the
wordpress.org and bring it back to you
so any one of those could be compromised
and this just prevents any one of those
people in the middle from pretending to
be something that they're not
so should we in light of everything
that's going on in the progressive
nature of our society should we change
man-in-the-middle attack to something
that's more gender neutral yeah yes we
should
well got any suggestions no okay
we'll move on yeah bad bad actors in the
middle Malcolm in the middle there
Malcolm in the middle attacks
from out comes a good kid he is a good
kid I don't know what what else did you
call him we should come up with
something better like the I really just
like the the white list and the black
lists our turn
I just really stopped using to think
there's just a ton of things like that
day you're like oh well of course that's
so stupid like we should definitely not
use those it just anywho I wonder if I'm
gonna get hate mail from even bringing
that up but when I hear
man-in-the-middle attacks I don't know
the way the society is and the way
everything is going on right now the
first thing I thought of was oh that's
not good we got to use a gender-neutral
term ID we probably should which is
which I don't know is that a good thing
that that's the first thing I thought of
it seems like that's a good thing I
think it's I think it's a great thing
like to recognize that this is one of
those things that just happens to be you
know biased towards and applying a good
or a bad way it doesn't matter just
remove the bias completely to make it
something else did you think I could
ever say gwei to something
gender-neutral talk it out once you
start thinking about them like
everything has something historically
loaded in it where you're like oh no
it's can't all right you know the last
article up today this is polished by
circuiting in BB tavern calm but she
mentions how the Loveland Public Library
which is in Loveland Colorado is hosting
a free workshop called getting started
with a wordpress website on May 27
that's actually today so that class has
already taken place and she meant she
mentions how public libraries are still
one of the few remaining community
centers where people freely pass on
valuable skills to neighbors young and
old and in addition to offering free
access to books computers and the
Internet libraries often hosts
educational classes as a public service
with an emphasis on teaching fundamental
skills for navigating the digital world
mmm and it's also for for a lot of
people who are on fixed incomes or
living paycheck to paycheck who cannot
afford to have any net service at home
for them the library is a gateway to
online communication job hunting and
learning those new skills and I I
thought that was real
sort of intro and a realistic view of
libraries and I haven't been to my local
library even though they remodeled it
but I but I hear now you can get BB deg
audiobooks and get all kinds of cool
stuff there and also I wanted to
highlight that and WordPress has
probably been this way for the past few
years but now WordPress has considered a
sort of basic skill or necessary
requirement or skilled 1/2 that's being
taught at these you know few nights a
week at colleges or these vocational
schools or not even at the library is
not that this is this is how ubiquitous
WordPress has become where it's a skill
that you're teaching in these places
like libraries but some libraries are
like it's like I spent a year on the
board for our local library and that was
when I was really like super personally
eye-opening this is the library that I
mean I hadn't really stepped foot into
until I was a kid I mean I was like when
I was 10 years old was probably the last
time I was in our local public library
but coming back to it as an adult and
seeing like you know how it hasn't
really changed and kind of understanding
how budget restricted that they are in
terms of not only just like the
compensation for staff members but
acquiring books or videos are paying for
the software that they have or the costs
of the fax machine that they have and
like how many faxes that the library
sends in a day still like people go
there specifically to fax things because
that is still how they need to navigate
the world like it is a different a
completely different set of users that
is starting to blend a little bit with
tech libraries over time have been
forced to pivot quite a bit to stay
relevant to being somewhat educational
without interfering with public school
systems largely volunteer-led and
focused which is something that like
means a lot to me
and a lot of people in the WordPress
community the libraries are going to be
we do the cornerstone they're the pillar
the foundational element of so many
communities right throughout the United
States yet they're almost always on the
lowest end of the priority list in the
budget planning on and the budget
planning papers as well yep and B
there's funny how that works out usually
it the libraries like because they're
generally either like taxpayer funded or
receive some kind of donations although
some libraries are better at getting
them than others or they have all of the
same problems and expectations that most
businesses would have of like a DEA
compliance having ramps having a having
equality air quality concerns like and
everything I mean they have all the same
expectations but they have really none
of the budget so there's they generally
tend to be very very like
self-sustaining as much as they can be
there are lots of people that are around
kind of helping make and keep libraries
maintained and up and running they're
all different a lot of you a few years
ago I was attending a WordPress meetup
that was taking place in a in a certain
library and this library was was pretty
nice I mean whose books there's people
hanging out in there but they had two
different conference rooms with big
projectors and a table and everybody
could sit around it was like the ideal
location you would have for WordPress
meetup inside of a library and there are
lots of libraries that host WordPress
meetups the the Janesville Wisconsin
which is kind of a south central
Wisconsin meetup for folks that live in
Beloit in other areas is in the
Janesville Public Library and the
library I mean libraries are they're
fascinating structures and there's lots
of politics connected to libraries all
across the world but they are really
really important super critical to like
a lot of people's success to get things
done to do their taxes to file for
financial aid to just check out books
and be part of book clubs and have your
social lives kind of revolve around it
like on a daily weekly monthly basis
even like it's just libraries aren't
super incredibly important and saina
kind of something that I think you grow
out of was you become an adult or if you
don't have kids of your own you don't
really generally spend a lot of time at
a library but they're usually poppin
there's like a lot going on and what's
happening people trying to keep it
relevant so I was reading this article
and it it almost lit a fire in me to go
to my local library who they have people
there that do like basic internet
teachings and courses and classes and I
I almost was gonna go in there and say
uh anybody looking for someone to teach
a basic WordPress class so I'll go in
there and the first thing you'll start
off with is the GPL no I'm just kidding
just a month and a half on the GPL
chapter one six Lee Kuan Corus about a
chapter one and by the time we get to
chapter thirty we're finally getting to
the point we may or may not understand
what makes a work that's what's the
begins of the D and inherit and here's
to working in here it's code what is it
because dependency yeah dependent yeah
doesn't inherit I don't know becomes
derivative that's it take me to get to
chapter thirty
but like five chapters before that will
be all about is it is it not is it is it
not you know there'd be a lot of what
else five chapters of that and they've
never even logged into WordPress yet
they don't know how to make an account
they've never seen WP admin this is just
weeks long talking about the politics of
it Jeff chapter one jetpack you know
speaking of jetpack I was uh I was
reading somewhere I think it came across
the forum post or something where
somebody had mentioned like certain
things weren't working or they
disappeared and someone asked him if
they installed any plugins and they said
no this is just a brand new account that
I had here and come to find out that the
things that they were pointing out in
your screenshots were from jetpack so
jetpack was I'm assuming jetpack was
installed when they created their new
hosting account on this host and they
had no idea that pack was a plugin and
they they thought that no no I don't
have any of this stuff because I did
install any plugins that was kind of
it's kind of an insight for me as to why
uh and to the fact that there's a lot of
people out there and this is certainly a
play by jetpack and I think it's working
for a lot of people out there where the
people who get a new hosting account and
get WordPress what jetpack automatically
installed with it or giving the
WordPress that's has a lot more than
what comes out of the box you know
there's that's the play that jetpack
was making I'll has been making for the
past few years and will continue to make
going forward mm-hmm it's really a good
segue into the last talking point that I
wanted to bring up which was the the
folks over at human made have announced
and publicly released I found on github
just from doing some sleuthing
a piece of software called Altis alt is
I'm gonna pronounce it altas as in like
alternative is alt is their websites
Altice dash D xpcom and so this is their
they are attempting and kind of making a
play to be a have a genuine bona fide
wordpress backed or wordpress powered
dxp a digital experience
platform so a couple of years back I
know WP engine had had kind of rebranded
or touted that their WordPress offering
was kind of one of the first DX P's and
so this is you know an acronym and I
think something like ultis is something
we're gonna see more folks doing and
working on and I remember you too much
WP engine and part of me for
interrupting but you know night and I
and I read the press release what the
hell is the digital experience how does
it mean so it depends on on how loosely
defined do you want to take this so I I
will I will put my spin the press
release was filled with a bunch of
gobbledygook industry terms and I came
out of it wondering asking that question
like what the hell is that a DSP so it
the the super like the the short version
is that it I in for our audience I would
call it like a very specifically
targeted WordPress like a version of
WordPress that comes with plugins or
themes already pre-installed with it to
provide a very specific type of
experience now that's a very general
very broad non-commital of explanation
of what a DXP is but you know in a sense
wordpress.com has kind of always been
one and jetpack and being pre-installed
with WordPress on certain hosting
providers is automatic and jetpack and
being a DX P but this is a I mean a
different than a fork right it is it is
different than a fork it is also
slightly different than but very similar
to a having a different WordPress
distribution so there are lots of pieces
of cell
or that cater to or really have thriving
communities of just having different
versions different flavors of a thing so
Linux being one of them
NetBeans or eclipse as an IDE being
another one of them I would argue even
possibly maybe WebKit could be
considered something like that where
Safari and Chrome and a now edge or all
just wrappers for for WebKit for
rendering the web the never Hauser's so
everyone is kind of packaging up their
version of what they think that that
that middle thing should look like or
feel like and folks are gonna start
doing this with WordPress in a sense
buddypress was kind of that in the very
very early stages you really had to have
WordPress mu the buddypress was the only
theme you had running on your website
your wordpress installation only had a
buddypress theme on it and nothing else
like these are conceptually things that
have been around for a long time they
just have a name now okay so they so the
idea isn't new because I know a number
of years ago in fact it still comes up
today Mike Schinkel has talked about
this a lot like WP hackers mailing lists
back in the day is Drupal had these
different distribution channels or these
different flavors or versions of Drupal
that were on maintained by core and and
there's been a lot of discussion over
the years well why can't WordPress do
the same thing where multi-site is a
vertical and this version of WordPress
is packaged up and as a vertical and
this version of WordPress is
specifically for blogging and that's the
vertical but so I guess now we're doing
that now they're just getting special
memes yeah right but and and generally
they are targeting some specific
audience for some reason and ultis
really is is somewhat different than
what WP engine or page Lee or others
have kind of been bottling their own
version of WordPress for a little while
but usually keeping it pretty vanilla
they're mostly just adding caching or
drop in plugins to try and make the
hosting experience easier for kind of
both clients or and themselves but this
is really taking it to the the next step
which is not just
tuning WordPress for a specific host but
tuning WordPress for a very specific
kind of audience so the things specific
to Altis and human made that I think
like makes this may be different and
more interesting than what other folks
have at least been shipping or rolling
out yet is that they the folks at human
made have spent an enormous amount of
time and effort of building things with
not only the REST API but with Gutenberg
and so they're using WordPress as the
core but they are providing a different
WordPress dashboard and admin and
interface for interacting with all of
the content not that much different than
what wordpress.com has kind of tried to
do with the new - and the kind of the
new dashboard that they've had for a
while but targeted very specifically a
really kind of towards enterprise
clients or enterprise usages so just
happening have being powered by by
WordPress as the the foundation for it I
mean even like other pieces of software
like roots is kind of then trying to
provide a DXP for developers it's kind
of a terrible comparison but kind of
like we're just seeing flavors of
WordPress rolled out that could target
very specific audiences so so WordPress
at the core but a different take and the
UI and the feature set that's built on
top of it right it's exactly right
highly a highly catered modified version
of WordPress for a specific purpose
that's right it basically does what
we've talked about on the show before
and I've given talks about four years is
like making WordPress a dependency in
your project like instead of having your
plugin rely on WordPress you just bundle
everything together with WordPress in it
you could and technically make your own
installer
but you uh WordPress just happens to be
and underneath it all running you know
on all the same kind of things just
you're you're using it to get data in
and out and use it for what it comes
with so so so instead of cor having to
maintain five six seven different
flavors of WordPress they could just
continue to manage one thing that is
core and then these other companies can
these different flavors of WordPress
that's right and frankly what we're
starting to see now and frankly that
makes the most sense right now
like the WordPress had two versions that
had multi-site and single site and it is
just it's too difficult to maintain that
at least it was and has been
historically amongst a group of
open-source people that are kind of
focused on one generally specific goal
of democratizing publishing like DX peas
and and shipping your own distribution
of WordPress allows for you as an
individual or a company or whatever else
to kind of double down on what you think
is important and package things with
WordPress or around WordPress that fit
your audience more appropriately than
just WordPress does itself and then
provide that to them usually I would
imagine the goal would be to kind of
plug-and-play
WordPress out of the equation like it
anything that that is a DX P that's
focused or that use uses WordPress at
its core in theoretically should work on
any hosting provider that is already
running WordPress it's kind of all the
same stuff it's PHP it's JavaScript it's
HTML it's the same things so the I think
everyone is gonna have different
strengths and goals and things in mind
but Altis hope I'm saying it right guys
that that's uh it's the first one out
there and I think it'll probably the
first of many
I gotta guess someone from human made on
the show and tell us about why they
created this and give us give us they're
taking what the heck of the XP is I
think in fact figure out whether you why
they created it mm-hmm
imagine it because based on their
experience and client demand yeah I mean
if you look at who they're who their
clients are that they've listed on the
ultis website of it's it's largely a big
enterprise their healthcare red bull
yellow pages
there there there these are kind of big
brands that I don't necessarily care if
it's WordPress or anything else
underneath it what they care is that the
tool is tuned for them and how they need
to interact with it and he made a row
there they're kind of one some of the
best of doing it so this is it's kind of
no surprise to me to see it but a lot of
it's on github too so if anyone's
curious Altis has a bunch of the modules
that they're using to bring it all
together our open source than the human
made github account so poke around
because I was I think they're using one
of my one of my plugins in Altis which
is kind of neat but but it's cool so
there you have it so before we wrap it
up here and when I send a happy birthday
to my sweet Kate which is actually
Topher de Rosa's wife she's one of my
favorite paid Kate dresser in the entire
De Rosa family's my phone of my favorite
families and uh the whole WordPress
community they're all great people I
wanted to uh before we go shout out to
everybody at word sesh today oh yes
that's right now and so Kerry will be
given her talk and a couple hours here
and so yeah shout out to everyone that's
attending and speaking at word such
today it's a good day for a comfortable
I completely faced I shouldn't mention
it and being there the show but yeah
it's taking place today and another
another great virtual conference and I
didn't even mention there's uh there's a
hosting conference coming up hosting
infrastructure conference it's coming up
just before word camp EU it's an
invite-only but
members of the WordPress hosting
industry will get together and have some
very high-level discussions about how
they can improve the infrastructure to
powers WordPress and it's gonna be a
neat conference and so it's invite-only
you can find the information for that on
wpbf.com if you're interested and I did
I think it was a good planning the half
that event like a day or two before
where it can't be you I think that was
planned
pretty smart so I said it forward can't
be you this year well you should be
you're going I'm going and I'm speaking
but I'm like you know and it's burning
really and its Berlin I'm really excited
to see everybody and hang out with Kyle
and some other Sandhills folks and and
hang out with everyone in Europe and
Berlin will you visit the wall I don't
know it depends how much time we've got
there's a lot of things I'd like to try
and do while I'm there I've got a couple
of days in between where I wanted to do
some I want to actually I have a
commitment to to hang out with
Constantine Obon Lindh that so if he's
listening right now a shout out to
Constantine who has plans to feed me
some very delicious authentic German
phone cast really looking forward to
yeah he's don't doubt Constantine no man
it's been a long time since that seeing
them I hung out with him but the last
time I hung out with him was way back at
WordCamp Dayton we took a tour of the of
the US Air Force Museum down there they
had to all the planes they have three
hangars of planes on me I was beat that
day but I was driving him around and
we're that's pretty fun yeah I don't
know when it was I hung out with him and
prisoners talking he's got me by several
I think he's six seven six eight and
then there's another automate a shoe
that say six eight or nine that I was
I'm no longer part of the
tall loot all group anymore and speaking
of automatic I just learned that if
you're if you're keeping tallies numbers
statistics automatic is now employing
over 900 automatisms so they're almost
there to the 1,000 mark
that's insane but that's always been
kind of the it's not insane I mean
that's what Matt wants my thinking
skills he can scale this distributed
work environment to thousands and we're
seeing it slowly unfold right before us
the master plan well it's definitely
gonna happen like it's happening slowly
but but carefully this is the it's good
it's healthy or you'd like to happen I'd
like for it to happen slowly because if
I happen to quickly I'll just be chaos
and it was a little bit of that it's a
lot better now yeah you need to write a
book you know the years without pants
not the year years there would be fun to
write something I think beginning
all right so everybody you can find show
notes for this episode and all other
episodes on WPT ENCOM and you can follow
me on twitter at jeff ro je FF r0 where
I do a lot of hype about podcast and two
days later I tell you I'm not doing it
that's too bad
I did learn it by casting especially a
daily one with other stuff that's good
it's a lot of work it is a lot of work
but it love you're a natural like this
this is something you could do you could
crank out a show a day and I know people
though the early reviews on what I did
would be pretty good so yeah I think
you'll get there I think it's gonna
happen does this take some time you
follow me on Twitter where it's mostly
me talking about ubiquity products and
dead cells now and my blog where and
struggling to get my
my Raspberry Pi swarm up and running to
move all of our websites in house at JJJ
blog and yes that's it
all right so everybody where you might
or might not have a guest next week in
the week after but good luck to Marcel
out there please don't get bit by a tick
or Ram by a bull there's a gazillion
things that shouldn't happen yeah well I
don't think singing trails wrong way
that's it that's all right wish them
good luck on things but don't start
mentioning on everybody hey bye John see
it next Wednesday afternoon I'll see you
bye everybody 

